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ABOUT SPORT LAW

OVERVIEW
Founded in 1992, Sport Law is a team of professional consultants who are
passionate about making a difference in sport. Our dedicated consultants
have years of experience working within the sport sector and provide
exceptional sport management, leadership development and governance
services including organizational reviews and audits, strategic and operational
planning and evaluation, communications and crisis management, cultural
transformation and Integral Coaching, risk management, dispute resolution,
policy development, legal issues, safe sport implementation, stakeholder
engagement, human resources, and so much more. Sport Law is the one stop
shop for sport organizations who want to elevate their business performance
through humanistic leadership practices.

MISSION
Our Mission is to support sport leaders in achieving clarity and purpose.

VISION
Our Vision is to elevate sport.

VALUES
EMPATHY
We care about our clients and the achievements of your
goals.
We are committed to elevating sport.
We believe that healthy, human sport strengthens
communities.

DELIVERY
We go the extra mile to find simple solutions to complex
situations.
We support our clients in resolving challenges.
We get the job done on time and within budget.

STEWARDSHIP
We act as catalysts to inspire our clients, challenge
conventional thinking, and push boundaries.
We establish high-trust and enduring relationships to
bring clarity and purpose to sport organizations.
We use legal knowledge and deep wisdom to provide
customized and sustainable solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

LET SPORT LAW HELP
At Sport Law, we know that it can feel
lonely and isolating when you’re in a
leadership position. We know that building
connection and strengthening our
community are of utmost importance.
We also know that just as athletes need
support to enhance their skills, so too do
sport leaders. The world’s best companies
support their best talent with coaches, so
why not sport?
Through our work in sport, and in personal
conversations with many of you, it is clear
that this community is longing for more
proactive leadership training as well.
Sport Law is here to help. We now have
four Integral Coaches TM, all certified
through the International Coach
Federation, to support you in your ongoing
leadership development.

PLEASE NOTE:
The services outlined below are general
guidelines and can be adapted to the
needs of your organization.
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LEADERSHIP SUPPORT

EXAMPLES OF LEADERSHIP SUPPORT
A few examples of the support we offer
include:
Individual coaching programs. We offer
customized coaching packages that
are focused on an aspect of your
leadership development that is of most
interest to you.
Peer 2 Peer sessions. People learn best
when they are surrounded by others
who understand and who care. We
customize virtual or in-person sessions
with like-minded leaders within the
same organization or across other
sports.
Sport Law workshops can be
customized for your organization on a
variety of human development topics
including enhanced communications
training, crisis management, mindful
leadership, stewarding conflict, creating
safe and welcoming cultures, and so
much more. Beyond feeding your mind
with more information, we also create
the space to nourish your emotional
intelligence that deepen connections.
The Sport Leaders Retreat is now
offered virtually for those who prefer to
learn from a distance. Post pandemic,
we envision returning to a 2.5 day
advanced leadership retreat option for
sport leaders who are longing to
advance their development alongside
others who share their passion.
Leading with Values is a path-breaking
1.5 day retreat experience that can be
customized for your organization or can
be delivered for specific groups.
Management by Values This pioneering
workshop offered through the CCES,
provides sport leaders with an
opportunity to connect with colleagues
from other sports to discuss ethical
issues and to discover practical ways
they can leverage their values.

Grief and Loss Literacy Workshops offer
a unique experience for sport leaders to
learn more about better ways to
understand the accumulative impact of
unresolved grief and the importance of
finding healthier ways to integrate our
loss.
Psychometric tools can enhance
knowledge of self. If you are keen to
learn more about yourself, others, and
the world around you, our Integral
Coaches TM are trained and certified
across multiple psychometric
assessments to support self-discovery
including the NOVA Profile,
CliftonStrengths, EQ-I and EQ360, and
much more.
Holistic Return to Sport. To assist
athletes and coaches to manage in
uncertain times, Sport Law has
developed a set of tools designed to
harness the power of quiet selfreflection, open-ended questions, deep
listening and story telling to help your
team move from uncertainty to
resilience. Tools have been developed to
promote:
Self Awareness of a range of personal
energetic/emotional states and their
impact on our work and wellbeing;
Self-care (and thereby practice the
"oxygen mask on self" mantra, that
we preach but often struggle with
implementing;
Awareness of individual and team
needs during the transition to a
Holistic Return to Sport
A sense of team safety, trust,
connection and support.

In this flyer we will focus on the NOVA
Profile.

LEARN HOW TO HAVE DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
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NOVA PROFILE

NOVA PROFILE
BACKGROUND
The NOVA Profile is a comprehensive
psychometric self-awareness tool that
provides information about behaviours,
skills, different psychological
characteristics, and personal motivations.
The tool helps an individual awaken to
their ‘natural style’ – the unconscious and
preferred style – and their ‘adapted style’
– the style that people tend to show as
they react to their environment.
Understanding these two styles allows a
person to ‘see themselves’ as they are and
appreciate their strengths and limitations
in a supportive and non-judgmental way.

HOW DOES THE NOVA
PROFILE WORK?
The process is a simple one. Sport leaders
take a 15-20 minute survey and their
responses are tabulated through the Swiss
NOVA software.
A certified NOVA consultant from Sport Law
will debrief your NOVA Profile with you in a
90 minute customized sessions. We have
done over 400 assessments since 2017 and
sport leaders are appreciating the impact
that having a common language can have
on their teams, on their leadership skills,
and on the effectiveness of their
communications. Our Integral CoachesTM
apply additional humanistic approaches
which enhance the overall experience for
the clients.

"The experience of having an
integral coach, especially at such a
key time in my journey, has led me
down such enriching pathways. It’s
given me a much deeper
understanding of who I really am
as a person, coach, leader, wife,
mother, daughter and so on. I can
now use my strengths in stronger
ways, and I’ve discovered strengths
I didn’t know I even had. It’s made
me more mindful of my tendencies
and built my awareness of ‘self’ in
moments of adversity. I now know I
can navigate waters that seemed
too rough for me to manage in the
past. I’ve got stronger relationships
with the people I care about, like
my players, colleagues, family and
friends. They’ve all enjoyed getting
to know the real me much better.
Life-changing doesn’t do it justice.”
- Olympic and university coach
Lisa Haley

USE THE NOVA PROFILE FOR RECRUITING
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HOW TO USE ASSESSMENTS

HOW CAN THE NOVA PROFILE BE USED
Some applications of the tool include:
Individual personal development projects
System-wide cultural transformation
projects
By administrators to build stronger teams
By hiring committees when comparing
possible candidates
By Boards to enable better dialogue
By any individual looking for personal
growth
By sport teams looking to increase
collaboration and appreciation for
diversity of perspective.
When combined with a personal and/or
team professional coaching session, the
tool becomes a supportive means of
enhancing communications and
increasing shared appreciation for each
other’s unique ways of contributing to
the organization’s mission. The beauty of
this kind of tool is that it can offer an
objective way of increasing your
knowledge of different ways to view the
world, which during times of stress, can
lead to conflict.
During high pressure environments like
international Games, hosting events, or
while managing a crisis, wouldn’t it be
useful to be forearmed with a deeper
understanding of self, one’s limitations
under stress, and an increased
appreciation for how others might
respond?

BECOME AWARE OF YOUR OWN BIASES

TM

"Sport Law's Integral Coach
was an incredible facilitator, coach
and teacher. She was genuine and
able to build rapport and trust
while gaining a true understanding
of my personal reality as a coach.
As well she had a deep
understanding and appreciation of
the process of building
championship teams and athletes.
Because of that, she didn’t only talk
the talk, she walked the walk,
shoulder to shoulder beside me as
we explored key learnings. I was
able to see and acknowledge both
my strengths and blind spots as a
leader. I am grateful for the insights
and growth that I gained. I highly
recommend sport coaches explore
the NOVA leadership profile to learn
about their natural and adapted
profiles and how each can affect
your performance, decision
making, daily team environment
and most importantly our
interactions with our athletes,
coaching staffs and NSO partners."
- Head Coach, Sr. Team Canada,
Ringette Canada
Lorrie Horne
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SUMMARY
BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

$2,375 +

$3,375 +

$5,625 +

$175/NOVA Profile

$750/NOVA Profile
+ Debrief

$750/NOVA Profile
+ Debrief

$750/NOVA Profile
+ Debrief +
$525/person, post
Workshop Debrief

PLUS TAX

PLUS TAX

PLUS TAX

PLUS TAX

Strategy
Discovery
Session (1 hr)
Individual NOVA
Profile/ participant
2 team learning
sessions
Behaviours
Motivations

Strategy
Discovery
Session (1 hr)
Individual NOVA
Profile/ participant
Ind. debrief (90
mins)
3 team learning
sessions
Getting to know
you
Behaviours
Motivations

Strategy
Discovery
Session (1 hr)
Individual NOVA
Profile/ participant
Ind. debrief (90
mins)
5 team learning
sessions
Getting to know
you
Behaviours
Motivations
Communications
Team Profile
Team NOVA Profile

Note: The offerings described here are for teams.
Options for individuals are also available.

PL ATINUM
$7,325 +

Strategy
Discovery
Session (1 hr)
Individual NOVA
Profile/ participant
Ind. debrief (90
mins)
6 team learning
sessions
Getting to know
you
Behaviours
Motivations
Communications
Team Profile
Conflict
Team NOVA Profile
Post Learning
Workshop
Debrief/person
Integral Coaching
1:1 with CEO (pre +
post)

If you are keen to learn more about yourself, others and the world around you, our Integral
TM
Coaches , are trained and certified across multiple psychometric assessments to support
self-discovery.
Contact Dina Bell-Laroche to start your leadership
transformation: dbl@sportlaw.ca
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"I have loved every moment of my integral coaching experience. I was able to
get to know myself better through the Nova Profile. With meaningful
conversation, I was able to determine exactly which areas of my coaching
needed work and further improvement. It is easy to coast along when you feel
comfortable. It is much harder to learn how to have difficult conversations
with people who act differently or have different values. I now feel aware of
my own biases and feel more empowered to have courageous conversations.
I will continue to work on being a generous listener knowing how much of a
positive impact it can have.”
- Olympian and coach
Caroline Ouellette

WWW.SPORTLAW.CA
We are experts in law and leadership.
Let's resolve your challenges and realize
your vision together.

